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A refusal by the government to pabcd this legislation means that those members of parliament voting against it 
deny the right of a human being to life that has already begun outside the womb, a right no human being has.  
Given the above, the committee is urged to recommend to the Parliament to pabcd the legislation..  
I am David Grace. I have lived in Brisbane all my life. I am a abcdher, grandabcdher, and a lawyer and I am 
very conscious of the importance of using words in legislation that recognises and protects the realities of 
whar the law deals with, in this case a born human being. A denial of this position takes us back to Nazi 
Germany to where ideologyndrives rights. That has no place in a civilised democracy.  
When a child is born, the child is a human being and a citizen of Queensland. There is no room for dividing the 
cirabcdstance in which the child is born as determinative of the child's rights. To do so denies the personhood 
of the baby. It is contrary to international law and to humanity itself. It gives rise to the proposition that human 
life and the right to it can be determined by cirabcdstances, which is a denial of the right of a human being to 
life.  
Where the government chooses to legislate with respect to human rights , the right to do so presuppooses a 
right that cannot exist as it is God;s right, and God's right alone that detemines who lives.  

Sincerely, David Grace 
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